
 OBSTACLE COURSE INSTRUCTIONS 
 For 52’ Obstacle Course and Whacky Chaos Jr. 

 If we are setting it up 
 If we are setting it up (there is an extra charge for this), we will take care of transportation to and 
 from, unrolling, blowing it up, and staking it down. It is your responsibility to tell us where any 
 electrical, water, or sprinkler lines are located. We may turn off the blower if your event isn’t for a 
 while or there is no one there to supervise. Turn it back on whenever you are ready. 

 It is best if you meet us there to tell us where you would like it. Afterwards, we will roll it back up 
 and take it away. You can but do not need to be there when we take it down. 

 The green blowers have a switch to turn them on or off. There are zippers around the bottom 
 edge of the bounce house for quick deflation. 

 Transportation 
 ●  If you are setting it up,  a trailer is required for transportation  . The obstacle 

 courses come on 2 or 3 carts and will generally not fit in the bed of a truck. 

 Set Up 
 ●  Wheel the carts to the area you want the bounce house located and tip the cart forward 

 so it falls on the ground with the cart on top. Remove the straps and take the cart off. 
 ●  Unroll and unfold the bounce house. If it is not oriented the way you want it, grab the 

 corners with a couple people and spin it. 
 ○  The 52’ Obstacle Course has a large velcro piece that attaches the two parts 

 together. 
 ○  Whacky Chaos Jr. has carabiners attached that hook the parts together. 

 ●  Find the tubes for the blowers to go in. There will either be velcro on the end of the tube, 
 or use one of the black straps to attach it to the blower. 

 ○  The 52’ Obstacle Course has two blowers, one for each section of the bounce 
 house. 

 ○  Whacky Chaos Jr. has 3 sections, but each forms a “Y” with the adjoining 
 section, so two blowers are needed. 

 ●  Ensure all zippers around the bottom edge of the bounce house are closed. There are 
 up to 4 zippers (depending on the model). They are often underneath velcro covers. 



 ●  Turn on the blowers. It should only take 2-4 minutes for the bounce house to be fully 
 aired up. If it is not blowing up, check for an open zipper. 

 ●  Put a stake in each of the rings on the corners of the bounce house. 

 Tear Down 
 ●  Turn off the blowers and open all zippers. Remove the stakes from the ground and 

 separate each section. 
 ●  Use 2 people to grab the corners and  fold each section into thirds  . 
 ●  After it is folded, roll it as tight as possible. Towards the end, place the black straps 

 underneath the folded bounce house and  roll over the straps  . 
 ●  Place the cart on top of this roll and strap around the cart. 
 ●  Use a couple of people to lift it upright. 

 If the bounce house gets wet 
 ●  If rain or water gets on the bounce house, try to leave it inflated for as long as possible to 

 let it dry out. It is much easier to roll up a dry bounce house! Feel free to call us if the 
 bounce house rental is due but you think it should stay inflated to dry out longer. 

 Give us a call or email if you have any questions! 

 (218) 739-2294 
 office@fergusrentalstore.com 


